To study the accuracy of the ABCD2 score in predicting early stroke risk following TIA and to model post-test probability of stroke for varying cutoff scores and baseline stroke risk.
Stroke risk following TIA is approximately 5% at 7 days. 1 The ABCD2 score was developed to stratify stroke risk after TIA and is calculated by assigning points for the presence of specific items (age, blood pressure, clinical features, duration of symptoms, and diabetes mellitus). 2 Accurate risk prediction is essential for a prognostic rule to safely inform critical decisionmaking or guide allocation of clinical resources. 3 The ABCD2 score has been evaluated in several settings, with varying reports of accuracy. 4 -13 Currently, some stroke guidelines recommend dichotomization of the score ("low risk"/"high risk") to guide urgency of investigations or hospital admission policy. 14 -16 Other stroke guidelines caution against relying solely on ABCD2, raising questions about its use. 17, 18 A recent meta-analysis of ABCD2 reported good predictive value based on a pooled area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.72, 19 however, AUC does not readily inform on performance if the score is dichotomized. 20, 21 A further important consideration is how ABCD2 may quantitatively affect classification of stroke risk in a TIA patient when compared with baseline risk. 22 The previous meta-analysis did not evaluate this aspect of score performance since post-test probability analysis was not undertaken. Since that metaanalysis, several additional studies examining ABCD2 have been published, with conflicting conclusions. 4 -6,11,12,23-33 We conducted a meta-analysis of several measures of predictive performance to quantify the contribution of a dichotomized ABCD2 to stroke risk assessment in TIA patients. We modeled post-test probability of stroke to augment practical and clinical interpretation.
METHODS Data sources and searches. This systematic review and meta-analysis is reported in line with the MOOSE statement. Medline, PubMed, Embase, conference proceedings from the International Stroke Conference, European Stroke Conference, and World Stroke Congress, and reference lists of relevant papers were searched for studies using the ABCD2 score in TIA patients published up to October 2010 (L.S., K.C.). Full published papers and conference abstracts for both posters and oral platforms were considered. The search was not limited to the English language. Search terms included "ABCD," "ABCD2," "ABCD and TIA," "ABCD and Stroke," "ABCD2 and TIA," and "ABCD2 and Stroke." Study selection. Articles were assessed for duplicate publications from studies involving the same cohorts. Where necessary, authors were contacted for clarification of potential overlap to ensure data from each cohort were included only once in the meta-analysis. Inclusion of studies required stroke outcome at 2, 7, or 90 days to be available. Where adequate data were not available directly from the article or abstract, authors were invited to contribute their data regarding numbers of patients in categories of ABCD2 scores with stroke outcomes in a standardized tabular format.
Data extraction and quality assessment. Two assessors (L.S., K.C.) independently extracted data for ABCD2 score and stroke outcome. Variables for subgroup analyses and metaregression to explore heterogeneity were determined a priori, and these included study quality score, specialty of the physician making TIA diagnosis, study setting, study design, publication method, start year of cohort accrual, year of publication, method of stroke diagnosis, and inclusion in the original ABCD2 derivation or validation studies. Full articles and abstracts were assigned a consensus quality rating (table e-1 on the Neurology ® Web site at www.neurology.org) by 2 senior neurologists (D.B., T.P.) using a standardized template based on a combination of criteria suggested by Altman 21 and Hayden et al. 34 Data synthesis and analysis. The ABCD2 score was dichotomized at several cutpoints (Ͼ3, Ͼ4, Ͼ5), including those recommended in current stroke guidelines, [4] [5] [6] to assign high vs low risk of stroke. Pooled sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), positive likelihood ratio (PLR), and negative likelihood ratio (NLR) were calculated across these thresholds for stroke outcome reported at 2, 7, and 90 days, using random effects meta-analysis. 35 Formulae and definitions of predictive values and likelihood ratios are provided in figure e-1. Predictive values are subject to greater heterogeneity as they depend on pretest probability (baseline stroke risk), and thus may not be ideal statistical measures for metaanalysis. Likelihood ratios, however, are not directly affected by pretest probability, and also allow estimation of post-test probability. 21 They indicate the likelihood that a given test result (ABCD2 score) would be expected in a patient with the target disorder (stroke) compared with the likelihood that the same result would be expected in a patient without that disorder. A high PLR (Ͼ10) and low NLR (Ͻ0.1) indicate sufficiently large changes in the likelihood of stroke from baseline risk to have confidence in either a positive test (high ABCD2 score) or a negative test result (low ABCD2 score). PLRs of 5-10 and NLRs of 0.1-0.2 confer moderate changes from baseline risk, while ratios of 1-2 and 0.5-1.0 rarely confer important changes. 36 We used the user-written meta-analysis command "metan" in Stata 11.0 (DerSimonian and Laird option). Individual study PLRs were plotted against their corresponding NLRs to graphically display score performance, with scatterplots divided into quadrants based on the strength of evidence thresholds mentioned above. Where study data were available, the AUC from receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was generated using the command "roctab" in Stata 11.0. Pooled AUC was obtained using inverse variance weighting random effects metaanalysis. To determine magnitude and direction of change (increase or decrease) in stroke risk conferred by the ABCD2 score for different settings, the pooled likelihood ratios were used to calculate post-test odds according to Bayes' theorem 21 and post-test probabilities of stroke after TIA were then calculated for a range of possible values of baseline stroke risk.
Heterogeneity was explored primarily for pooling of likelihood ratios, as these are preferred measures in meta-analyses of diagnostic tests. 21 The presence of heterogeneity was assessed using Q (weighted sum of squares), with a p value of Ͻ0.05 indicating variability between studies beyond that attributable to random error. The I 2 index was used to indicate the proportion of heterogeneity attributable to between-study variation. When I 2 was greater than 50% (at least moderate heterogeneity), 35 meta-regression and subgroup analysis were performed in Stata 11.0 for the a priori determined subgroups. Deeks' Funnel Plot Asymmetry Test 37 was performed to evaluate publication bias.
RESULTS
The search (figure e-2) returned 27 published studies and 16 abstracts from conferences (e-References). Three non-English articles were identified and translated. Data from 2 author groups who developed the score were reported in a total of 7 independent studies. e9,e13,e14,e19 Additional information was requested from 34 authors, with 14 providing further information. e1,e2,e5,e8,e10 -e12,e17,e18,e20,e21,e23,e27,e28 The rest declined (n ϭ 6) or were uncontactable (n ϭ 14). e3,e4,e6,e7,e15,e16,e24,e25,e27,e31-e41 An additional high-quality article (published in 2011) was included during the process of journal review. e42 Finally, data were available from 33 studies (16,070 patients) with 26/33 reporting stroke at 2 days (533 strokes), 32/33 at 7 days (781 strokes), and 28/33 at 90 days (1,028 strokes). e1-e29,e42 Data were available to calculate or extract AUC for 31 studies. Median stroke outcome was 1.66% (interquartile range [IQR] 0.68%-3.68%) at day 2, 4.29% (IQR 1.56%-6.34%) at day 7, and 6.28% (IQR 2.06%-10.1%) at day 90. There was no statistical evidence of publication bias (p ϭ 0.12) (figure e-3) and mean age (p ϭ 0.48), sex distribution (p ϭ 0.22), and stroke outcome (p ϭ 0.43) were similar between included studies and those with insufficient data for inclusion. Table 1 details characteristics of included studies. Table e-1 displays study quality scores.
Individual and pooled likelihood ratios are presented in table 2. Pooled PLRs for different thresh-olds ranged from 1.42 to 2.32 at 2 days, 1.43 to 2.31 at 7 days, and 1.36 to 2.07 at 90 days. The PLR for each study is plotted against the corresponding NLR in figure 1 for varying ABCD2 thresholds and outcome periods. The majority of data points lie within the right lower quadrant of the scatterplot indicating that, in those individual studies, the score did not confidently assign either high or low risk status. The Abbreviations: ED ϭ emergency department; MC ϭ multicenter study. a Numbers preceded by "e" refer to the study reference in the online supplementary reference list; references reflect subsequent full paper publication of abstract data following the end date of our data search. b Type of publication indicates the format in which the study was first identified. c Clinical interview includes face-to-face interview or telephone interview. d Cohort was included in the previous meta-analysis by Giles et al. 19 e Cohorts of patients contributed by original authors of the ABCD2 score (some articles reported more than one cohort). f This study was identified after the search date, during the process of journal review.
Table 2
Individual study positive and negative likelihood ratios and pooled summary statistics for stroke risk classification after TIA using a dichotomized ABCD2 score scatterplots demonstrate that no study was able to confidently assign both high and low risk status, irrespective of ABCD2 threshold or duration of followup. Although there was a trend for higher PLRs with increasing ABCD2 threshold, they remained uniformly low. No individual study had a PLR Ն10, and only 4 had a moderately high PLR between 5 and 10, e4,e12,e19,e25 all at ABCD2 cutoff Ͼ5. The range of pooled NLRs for different thresholds was 0.40 to 0.82 at 2 days, 0.40 to 0.81 at 7 days, and 0.42 to 0.81 at 90 days. Although individual study NLRs were lower for decreasing ABCD2 threshold, they too were uniformly poor, with NLR Ͻ0.1 in only 3 studies. e2,e3,e42 Pooled values for sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV are presented in table 2 . At day 7 pooled results varied as cutoff score increased; sensitivity ranged from 0.89 to 0.37, specificity 0.34 to 0.81, PPV 0.08 to 0.11, and NPV 0.98 to 0.95. The pooled AUC for stroke at 2, 7, and 90 days were 0.71 (95% CI 0.60 -0.81), 0.70 (95% CI 0.62-0.78), and 0.69 (95% CI, 0.61-0.76), respectively. There was moderate heterogeneity for pooling of PLR, with I 2 Ͼ50% across most ABCD2 cutoff scores for stroke at all timepoints. Heterogeneity was highest at day 7 with ABCD2 cutoff Ͼ3 (I 2 ϭ 81.5%). In meta-regression (table 3) , specialty of the physician diagnosing TIA accounted for 53.1% of total between-study variance. At ABCD2 cutoff of Ͼ3 for stroke 7 days after TIA, PLR was higher for TIA diagnosis by a stroke physician/neurologist (1.51, 95% CI 1.37-1.66) compared with an emergency physician (1.25, 95% CI 1.19 -1.31). Method of stroke diagnosis accounted for 45.7% of variability, with PLR higher when diagnosis was made by face-to-face interview (1.50, 95% CI 1.36 -1.66) vs medical record review (1.26, 95% CI 1.17-1.36). Other variables were not significant on metaregression. When we restricted analyses to only highquality studies (quality scores 8 -10, table e-1), the pooled estimates of PLR showed little change from the analyses involving all studies, even when we included a recent high-quality study published after our search timeline. e42 There was minimal heterogeneity (I 2 Ͻ30%) for pooling of NLR and therefore meta-regression of NLR was not undertaken.
Post-test probability of stroke at 7 days after TIA based on calculated pooled likelihood ratios and assuming varying levels of baseline stroke risk is shown in table 4. Applying the ABCD2 score to identify high risk led to only small revisions in stroke risk, particularly when baseline risk was low. For example, in the setting of a 2% baseline stroke risk in a TIA sample, the high threshold Ͼ5 would lead to a revised stroke risk of 4.5%, representing an absolute Table 2 Continued Cohorts of patients contributed by original authors of the ABCD2 score (some articles reported more than one cohort). c This study was identified after the search date, during the process of journal review. ABCD2 threshold indicates the level at which the score was dichotomized to stratify high risk, e.g., Ͼ3 means 0-3 is low risk and 4-7 is high risk. Results are presented for "high risk," i.e., PLR indicates how many times more likely a person with stroke following TIA is to have been classified "high risk" when compared with a person without stroke. A PLR Ͼ10 and NLR Ͻ0.1 are required to confidently assign risk status.
increase of only 2.5%. In the same setting, the commonly used threshold Ͼ3 would confer an absolute increase in stroke risk of only 0.8%. The magnitude of absolute increase in stroke risk from baseline ranged from 0.4% (very low baseline risk 1%, ABCD2 cutoff Ͼ3) to 10.4% (very high baseline risk 10%, ABCD2 cutoff Ͼ5). The magnitude of absolute decrease in stroke risk from baseline ranged from 0.6% (very low baseline risk 1%, ABCD2 cutoff Յ3) to 1.6% (very high baseline risk 10%, ABCD2 cutoff score Յ5).
Results were similar for stroke at 2 and 90 days.
DISCUSSION
In this meta-analysis, we evaluated the ability of the ABCD2 score to accurately stratify risk of stroke within 90 days after TIA. Pooled likelihood ratios at several cutoff ABCD2 scores were of insufficient magnitude to accurately assign stroke risk in TIA patients with the high level of confidence required for urgent clinical decision-making and appropriate resource utilization. The score performed poorly when used to identify "high-risk" TIA patients in settings of low overall baseline stroke risk, and only modestly in the setting of high baseline risk.
Although it performed marginally better in identifying "low-risk" patients, stroke risk was not entirely eliminated. Slight improvement in score performance was observed when used by stroke specialists and when stroke diagnosis was confirmed by face-to- Numbers in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals. In this setting, PLR indicates how many times more likely a person with stroke following TIA is to have been classified "high risk" (high ABCD2 score) when compared with a person without stroke. NLR indicates how many times more likely a person with stroke following TIA is to have been classified "low risk" when compared with a person without stroke. Each data point in the scatterplots represents an individual study. The study PLR is plotted against the study NLR for a particular ABCD2 threshold and outcome period. The horizontal red line represents the minimum acceptable PLR (10) to confidently assign high risk while the vertical red line represents the maximum acceptable NLR (0.1) to confidently assign low risk. 36 face interview. Our results caution against the use of the score alone to guide decisions for urgent investigation or hospital admission in TIA patients. The large number of studies and patients included is a strength of this analysis, with 15 additional studies since the previous meta-analysis. We followed standard search protocol 21 consisting of extensive search strategy (including non-English studies), independent assessors for quality rating and data extraction, and careful subgroup analysis and metaregression to explore heterogeneity. Although assessors of study quality were not blinded to study publication details, quality score was not an exclusion criterion nor was it associated with ABCD2 performance in meta-regression, suggesting lack of blinding was unlikely to systematically contribute to bias. Importantly, extraction of data for meta-analysis was performed independent of quality assessment. A limitation was that some study authors did not respond to our request for data, raising the possibility of bias and possible underestimation of the performance of the score. However, given the large number of studies included and similarity of the pooled AUC to the previous meta-analysis 19 it is unlikely these would significantly alter our results. Although the test for publication bias was not statistically significant ( p ϭ 0.12), bias cannot be completely excluded as we did identify some small studies from conference proceedings that were unable to be included due to insufficient reporting of data, and we did not extend our search methodology to include other unpublished reports.
The pooled AUC reported in a previous metaanalysis 19 is similar to that derived in our study. However, we present a different interpretation of the accuracy of the ABCD2 score. The authors of the meta-analysis described the ABCD2 score as having good predictive value based on the AUC alone. 19 Their AUC of 0.7 indicates that for a random pair of TIA patients (1 truly high risk, 1 truly low risk) the ABCD2 score will assign a higher score to the truly high risk patient 70% of the time and a higher score to the low risk patient 30% of the time. We propose that this is a suboptimal level of accuracy for a prognostic score that may directly influence management. Looking beyond the AUC, we also quantified what the classification of "high" or "low" risk may actually mean if the score were to be applied dichotomously as in a clinical setting. Our results lead us to a much more cautious conclusion than that proposed by the authors of the previous meta-analysis.
The aim of ABCD2 is to reassign baseline stroke risk in TIA patients to assist in making decisions regarding urgency of investigations or hospital admission. For such a prediction rule to reliably advise decision-making, a high PLR (Ͼ10) and a low NLR Table 3 Meta-regression for PLR at day 7 with ABCD2 dichotomized at >3 for high risk Abbreviation: TIA ϭ transient ischemic attack. a The percentages indicate the new post-test probabilities of stroke after TIA following application of the ABCD2 score for varying levels of baseline stroke risk (pretest probability/prevalence). The post-test probabilities are derived by Bayes' theorem using the likelihood ratios previously calculated (table 2) . Example: If the expected baseline stroke risk at day 7 is 5% then risk stratification by the ABCD2 score indicates that a patient with a "low risk" score (0-3) has a 2.1% risk of stroke and a patient with a "high risk" score (4-7) has a 7.0% risk of stroke at 7 days.
(Ͻ0.1) are desirable since this represents substantial changes from baseline risk. 36 Ratios ranging from 1 to 2 (PLR) or 0.5 to 1 (NLR), as found in our study, represent only small changes from baseline risk 36 and may not provide enough confidence to decide on management based on the ABCD2 score. When the baseline risk is very high (ϳ10%), the calculated stroke risk at 7 days in a TIA patient based on our pooled NLR at ABCD2 score Յ3 would be lower than baseline risk at 4.3%, but not small in itself. Urgent investigation would therefore still be necessary to exclude modifiable high-risk stroke mechanisms not captured by the score (e.g., atrial fibrillation, carotid stenosis). 6, 7 However, the score may assign "low risk" more confidently in settings of very low baseline risk (e.g., 1%-2%), with the important caveat that risk is still not completely eliminated. Since score performance depends on baseline stroke risk, it is also important for clinicians to be aware of stroke rates in their local setting and subsequent implications of "low risk" classification in their patients before accepting the score into clinical practice. ABCD2 score performance for identifying highrisk patients, on the other hand, was uniformly poor over a range of baseline risk. Overcalling "high risk" has important consequences for resource utilization, especially if hospital admission is routinely advocated for such patients or if additional pressure is placed on other services such as radiology. Such a system may be cost-ineffective particularly when hospital beds are a limited resource. There are now several updated versions of the ABCD2 score with the addition of items for advanced imaging (e.g., diffusion-weighted MRI) or etiologic subtyping (e.g., large artery stenosis). 38, 39 An impact analysis of these scores remains to be done. Although they may have improved accuracy and assist better in management, the need for a more comprehensive range of investigations defeats the original purpose of the ABCD2 score as a widely applicable and simple clinical score to stratify risk in TIA patients. In our study, the specialty of physician confirming TIA and method of stroke diagnosis explained a large proportion of PLR heterogeneity. While differences in subgroup analysis were statistically significant, absolute differences in PLR were small (e.g., neurologist 1.51 vs nonspecialist 1.25). Reduced ABCD2 accuracy when used by nonspecialists raises additional concerns as the score is often applied in emergency departments prior to specialist consultation. Results of a recent study showed that the score was miscalculated by emergency physicians in onethird of cases. 40 The expertise of a neurologist during a face-to-face consultation may be an important component in ensuring appropriate application of the ABCD2 score. A small proportion of heterogeneity remained unexplained, possibly attributable to unmeasured factors such as treatment effect. The focus in recent years on urgent evaluation and improved management of vascular risk may also have contributed to heterogeneity by reducing stroke risk in some study populations. However, using year of study as a surrogate marker for treatment effect did not contribute to heterogeneity and we were unable to analyze this concept further as few studies systematically reported treatment protocols.
The performance of the ABCD2 score in this meta-analysis was poor when used to identify "highrisk" TIA patients and only modest when used to identify "low-risk" patients. Its use did not completely eliminate baseline risk when used to assign "low risk" status. The impact of the score was particularly low in settings of very low baseline risk and when used by nonspecialists. Given the urgency of clinical decision-making for TIA and the involvement of several physician groups in the process, it is important to consider a thorough validation process of future risk stratification tools. This should include the use of post-test measures of accuracy and randomized impact analysis studies before confidently recommending the tool in guidelines.
